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Abstract—This paper discusses the reliability challenges of 3D
NAND flash memory and their impact on flash management for
enterprise storage applications. Emphasis is given to the read
voltage calibration and its critical role in achieving low errorrates and low latency read performance, as well as in enabling
accurate block health estimation. We present experimental
results that demonstrate the improvements in endurance,
retention and read-disturb from different read voltage
calibration schemes, and we address their requirements from a
system perspective, i.e., the accuracy vs. complexity trade-off. We
discuss the above aspects for state-of-the-art 3D TLC and QLC
NAND flash memory.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

3D NAND flash memory has made inroads into the
enterprise storage space and the data center, creating a new tier
between fast, volatile main memory and slow, non-volatile
hard-disk drives. Moreover, the technological advancements in
vertical integration, cell design and manufacturing, and the
improvements in the read and write algorithms, have enabled
triple-level cell (TLC) and quad-level cell (QLC) NAND flash
with enterprise-level reliability, achieving further capacity
increase and cost-per-bit reduction [1]-[3].
In terms of reliability, 3D NAND flash has shown superior
performance compared to the latest generations of 2D NAND
flash in various aspects, e.g., in terms of endurance and data
retention capabilities, and susceptibility to cell-to-cell
interference [4], [5]. However, 3D NAND flash exhibits its
own reliability issues, such as fast and abrupt raw bit-error rate
(RBER) changes under retention and read-disturb stress, as
well as increased page and layer variability as a result of
process-induced variations [6]-[10]. As the number of bits per
cell increases from 3 bits in TLC to 4 bits in QLC, the
reliability challenges are further exacerbated. To meet the
endurance requirements of enterprise systems, the NAND flash
memory controller needs to accommodate advanced flash
management and error-handling algorithms that are able to
perform under various types of workloads [11], [12]. Read
voltage calibration is a key component of the NAND flash
memory controller that aims to track and adjust the read

voltages according to the specifics of the workload stress. For
example, read- or write-intensive workloads have a different
impact on the error characteristics of the NAND flash blocks
and on the underlying threshold voltage (VTH) distributions.
In this paper, we discuss the reliability issues of 3D NAND
flash with a focus on read voltage calibration from a system
perspective. Section II compares the relative endurance and
read latency between the latest 2D and newest 3D NAND
technologies and presents some of the flash management
algorithms of modern NAND flash controllers. Section III
focuses on the read voltage calibration and discusses the
complexity aspects for TLC and QLC NAND. Section IV first
discusses the challenges that arise with the increase in
characterization data with modern TLC and QLC NAND flash
and then presents experimental measurements from state-ofthe-art 3D TLC NAND flash devices. The characterization
results demonstrate the reliability challenges of 3D TLC
NAND and motivate the need for effective and efficient read
voltage calibration. To address the calibration requirements
from a system perspective, we present different read voltage
calibration strategies and discuss their trade-offs in terms of
accuracy and complexity. Finally, Section V summarizes the
results of this paper.
II.

FLASH MANAGEMENT FOR ENTERPRISE STORAGE

Fig. 1 compares the relative endurance and read latency of
memory devices from different NAND flash generations. The
data points are normalized to the 1x nm planar MLC NAND
technology. The endurance numbers were obtained from largescale device characterization and denote the average block
endurance assuming that the same error correction strength is
used in all cases and that read voltage calibration is employed,
i.e., the read voltages are optimal before any page read. The
read latency numbers correspond to the average latency among
the different page types of each technology, e.g., lower and
upper pages for MLC NAND.
The technological advancements with 3D NAND flash
have enabled TLC and QLC with endurance similar to or better
than the latest 2D MLC NAND. Further, QLC NAND offers a
33% capacity increase per cell compared to TLC, however, it
shows lower endurance and higher read latency. The lower

Figure 1. Comparison of relative endurance (in P/E cycles) and read latency
(in μs) between latest 2D and recent 3D NAND flash technologies. All data
points are normalized to the 1x nm MLC NAND technology.

endurance is attributed to the increase of the VTH levels and the
subsequent reduction of the available margin between the
levels, which can lead to significant overlapping and thus an
increase of bit-errors. The higher read latency is expected since
more read voltages need to be applied in QLC to extract the 4
bits of information from each cell. One approach to improve
the endurance and reduce the read latency experienced by the
user is the adoption of a hybrid SLC/QLC controller
architecture with a fast SLC cache of variable size depending
on parameters such as the device utilization and workload
properties [12], [13].
Fig. 2 gives an overview of NAND flash management
algorithms and their synergies in a state-of-the-art NAND flash
controller [11], [12]. In addition to error count information
obtained directly from the host reads, background read
scrubbing is used to identify blocks and pages with increased
error rates. This enables timely block calibrations such that the
optimal read voltages are available in advance, i.e., before the
host attempts to read the data, thereby leading to a significant
reduction of read retries. Moreover, the use of optimal read
voltages is essential in order to get accurate error count
measurements for estimating and monitoring the health of a
block, e.g., detect permanent error-rate degradation of a block
due to wear caused by program/erase (P/E) cycling effects.
This information is typically reported by the error-correction
code (ECC) decoder and can be leveraged by the controller’s
flash management to perform health binning.
Health binning is a method of wear leveling that classifies
flash blocks into a range of health grades, so that the data
placement unit can efficiently place write-hot data into
healthier blocks and write-cold data into less healthy blocks. It
was shown in [14] that health binning is capable of improving
the endurance by up to 80%. Combined with accurate writeheat separation in the data placement process, significant
reductions in the write amplification can be further achieved as
demonstrated in [11]. As the garbage collection process selects
blocks based on the amount of invalid data in the block, it
naturally introduces variations in the block health as some

Figure 2. Block diagram illustrating flash management functions and
synergies between firmware and hardware in a state-of-the-art NAND flash
memory controller. Read voltage calibration is a key component to enable low
error-rates and low latency read performance, as well as accurate block health
estimation and grading.

blocks are garbage collected significantly earlier than others.
This variation is used for grading blocks in health binning.
Further, data compression helps to reduce write amplification
since less pages have to be written in NAND flash for the same
amount of host data.
III.

READ VOLTAGE CALIBRATION

Due to the changes in the VTH distributions as a result of
retention time, read-disturb, program-disturb and other effects,
it is apparent that the read voltages need to be re-adjusted,
either periodically or on-demand. Read voltage calibration
aims to determine a set of voltage offset values to adjust
(correct) the read voltages by taking into account the direction
and amount of the VTH changes, so that the number of bit errors
during a page read is minimized. Fig. 3 illustrates the effect of
negative shift of the programmed VTH distributions due to
charge loss over time in a TLC NAND with 8 VTH levels (L0,
…, L7). As a result, the vertical solid lines corresponding to the
read voltages (V1, …, V7) after programming need to be
adjusted by a set of offset values (ΔV1, …, ΔV7) that account
for the retention effects. In general, the amount of shift of each
VTH distribution, and thus the corresponding read voltage offset
value, may be different for the various levels.
Typically, the memory vendors provide specific commands
that allow the NAND flash controller to instruct the chip to

Figure 3. Illustration of read voltage adjustment due to retention errors in
TLC NAND flash with 8 VTH levels.

apply a set of offset values on the default read voltages prior to
a page read. Those offset values can be selected from a
predefined list of available options that each is suitable for a
specific type of stress, e.g., X number of program/erase cycles,
or Y number of read-disturb cycles, etc., or can be calculated
on the fly based on an algorithm that uses information from the
read data, e.g., error count or bit flips [15]-[18].
Read retry is a common dynamic read voltage adjustment
method in case of ECC failure after a page read. In particular,
the controller attempts to retry reading the page by applying a
corrective set of predefined read voltage offsets with the goal
of reducing the error count and thus passing the ECC decoder.
This process, however, may need to be applied several times by
trying different offset options, which results in an increase in
the overall read latency.
On the other hand, background read voltage calibration
refers to algorithms that run periodically in the controller as a
background process. The goal of such algorithms is to proactively calculate and store the optimal read voltage offsets for
the different pages and blocks, such that those offset values can
be directly applied prior to a host read, thus resulting in an
ECC pass and minimum latency. Fig. 4 illustrates an example
of an algorithmic process that aims to find the new optimal
offset value for a particular read voltage by searching towards
the direction (positive or negative update) that minimizes the
bit errors. The algorithm may try a fixed or variable number of
offset values based on constant or adaptive step size.
Read voltage calibration has become a challenging task for
TLC and QLC NAND due to the increased number of read
voltages (7 for TLC, 15 for QLC) and increased number of
pages and layers per block in modern 3D NAND devices. This
has a direct impact on the amount of metadata required to keep
track of the read voltage offsets for different pages and blocks,
as well as on the background read overhead to perform the
calibration. In the next section, we discuss methods to reduce
this overhead.
IV.

3D NAND FLASH RELIABILITY

A. Challenges with 3D NAND Characterization Data
With the increase of block capacity in modern 3D NAND
flash, there is a significant increase in the amount of data that
are collected during device testing and characterization. As an
example, we consider the case where the blocks under test are
selected from multi-die packages of 64-layer 3D TLC NAND.
Given a typical page size of 16kB, a block size of 1k to 2k
pages (the block size typically varies across different vendors),
a total of 16 blocks under test per package, 10 characterization
readouts (e.g., 5 cycling data points followed by 5 retention
data points), a sweep of 9 read voltages (e.g., 4 positive, 4
negative, and default–zero offset values), a total of 45GB of
data are collected per run. This amount should be further
multiplied by the number of packages tested in parallel.
This substantial increase in experimental data poses
significant challenges in analyzing the results but at the same

Figure 4. Illustration of the read voltage calibration principle. The read
voltage is adjusted by a corrective offset that corresponds to the changes of the
VTH distributions in the current state of the block.

time offers new opportunities. Recently, various efforts have
been made to utilize machine learning (ML) to gain valuable
insights from raw NAND flash characterization data [19]-[22].
With the advances in modern ML algorithms in both accuracy
and expressiveness, ML-based data analytics can be a valuable
tool for characterization, as well as for real-time flash
management applications in 3D NAND flash-based systems.
B. 3D TLC NAND Characterization Measurements
Fig. 5 shows characterization measurements of 64-layer 3D
TLC NAND blocks where each block is subjected to
successive phases of 3k P/E cycles followed by (a) 3 weeks
retention time or (b) 6k read-disturb cycles. In both cases, the
maximum page-RBER is reported under default (blue), semioptimized (green) and optimized read voltages (red). The
optimized method refers to a calibration scheme that finds the
optimal offset value for each page in the block, where each
read voltage is adjusted independently. The semi-optimized
method corresponds to a version with less complexity and
lower overhead, where all the read voltages of each page type
are adjusted by the same offset. The results of Fig. 5 clearly
highlight the importance of read voltage calibration in
maintaining a low RBER under different device stress
conditions. The RBER improvements, under both retention and
read-disturb stress, are substantial and, in particular, they
enable an extension of the lifetime of the NAND blocks
compared to using the default read voltages. In [9], the analysis
of the VTH distributions in 3D TLC NAND presented the
tracking and updating characteristics of the optimal offsets for
each read voltage and page type under different types of device
stress. Moreover, it was shown that the different pages have
different read offset requirements.
One approach to reduce the amount of metadata and
background read overhead is to organize pages in groups with
similar characteristics, so that a set of offset values can be
maintained for all pages of the same group. In this case, the
RBER curves for both optimized and semi-optimized read
voltages will deteriorate depending on the size of the groups.
With the increase in the number of pages per block in QLC
NAND, the amount of calibration metadata increases as well.
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Figure 5. Characterization measurements of 3D TLC NAND blocks
corresponding to successive phases of 3k P/E cycles followed by (a) 3 weeks
retention or (b) 6k block read-only cycles.
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Therefore, a trade-off between complexity and accuracy is
expected depending on the calibration scheme. In [6]-[9], the
abrupt RBER increase during early retention and read-disturb
stress was characterized for MLC and TLC 3D NAND. These
results emphasize the need for accurate and timely read voltage
calibration in modern 3D NAND flash controllers.
V.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we discussed the importance of read voltage
calibration to improve the RBER and extend the lifetime of the
blocks in modern 3D TLC and QLC NAND flash controllers.
Due to the increasing number of layers and pages per block, in
addition to the higher number of read voltages from TLC to
QLC, calibration becomes a challenging task in terms of
metadata and background read overhead. We presented various
approaches in terms of algorithms and grouping of pages to
reduce the computational burden of calibration from a system
perspective. Characterization results based on 3D TLC NAND
demonstrated the effectiveness of the presented methods.
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